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Abstract: Deployment of a battery energy storage system for the photovoltaic (PV) application has been increasing at a fast rate. Depending on the number of power conversion units and their type of connection, the PV-battery system can be classified into DC- and AC-coupled configurations. The number of the components and their electrical loading directly affects the reliability of each of the configurations. Hence, in order to assure high efficiency and lifetime of the PV-battery system, reliability assessment of power conversion units (representing the most reliability-critical system components) is necessary. With respect to that, in this paper, a reliability assessment of the PV-battery system is performed and a comparison of the DC- and AC-coupled configuration reliability is conducted. In the analysis, all parts of the power conversion system, i.e., DC/DC and DC/AC converter units, are taken into consideration and component-, converter- and system-level reliability is assessed. A case study of 6 kW PV system with integrated 3 kW/7.5 kWh battery system has shown that higher reliability is achieved for DC-coupled configuration. The obtained results indicate that the probability of failure for the 15% of the population for DC-coupled configuration occurs 7 years later than that is a case for AC-coupled configuration. Finally, the presented analysis can serve as a benchmark for lifetime and reliability assessment of power conversion units in PV-battery systems for both configuration types. It provides information about differences in electrical and thermal loading of the power conversion units and resulting reliability of the two configurations.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, Photovoltaic (PV) power capacity has increased more than any other type of generation technology. In 2018, the addition of PV power installed capacity of 100 GW was higher than all other technology types combined, and now accounts for 505 GW globally [1]. PV power generation is heavily dependable on the environmental conditions—solar irradiation and temperature. In order to increase PV system flexibility and to provide more dispatchable energy, integration of battery systems has been considered as a viable solution. Historically, the high cost of this storage technology has been the main barrier for its deployment. However, the declining cost of battery systems in recent years has enabled its commercialization. Lithium-ion is predominated technology type due to its merits suitable for a PV application—a fast response, scalability and low self-discharge. Its cost has declined for an average of 23% per year from 2010 to 2015, as reported in [2]. It is expected that continuous reduction in cost will further continue, which is then reflected in the expected increase of installed PV-battery systems. Precisely, 55% of annual energy storage deployments are expected to be coupled with PV.
systems by 2023 [3]. In such a case, system architecture and its impact on overall system performance are becoming an important topic.

In general, PV-battery power processing units consists of the three main components. Those are (1) PV panels representing power generation unit; (2) battery representing a storage unit and; (3) power electronic interface representing power conversion unit. Depending on the number of power electronic components and their type of connection, two main system configurations are available DC- and AC-coupled configurations. The main difference between two lies in the point of connection (POC) for the battery unit which can either be connected in the DC-link or at the point of common coupling (PCC).

System configuration does not only directly influence the operation, but also the cost, efficiency, lifetime and, consequently, reliability of the PV-battery system. In terms of operation, DC-coupled configuration has lower operational flexibility, as the total power delivered to the load is limited by the inverter capacity [4]. In cases of high load demand, PV and battery unit power capacity may be sufficient, but inverter capacity will limit the amount of the delivered power. In AC-coupled configuration, a greater amount of power can be delivered to supply the load, where both the PV and the battery inverter can supply the load at the same time. Cost of AC-coupled configuration is higher due to the additional DC/AC conversion unit which makes higher complexity of the system design and its balance. As reported in [5], DC-coupled configurations yield on average 1% lower total cost than AC-coupled configurations. However, in the case in which battery is integrated into the already existing PV system, the cost of the DC-coupled configuration could be higher. Already existing DC/AC conversion unit may need to be modified to accommodate multiple DC connections as well as a bi-directional DC/AC inverter. This would then additionally increase the installation cost of such a system. On the other hand, the AC-coupled battery system can be easily added to the existing PV system at the PCC, as shown in Figure 1. As a general rule, the efficiency of a system decreases as the number of power conversion units increases. Hence, the AC-coupled configuration has lower efficiency due to the additional DC/AC conversion unit. Nonetheless, as stated in [5], higher efficiency of power electronic units nowadays has caused the difference in system efficiency to become smaller compared to the early stage of development of the PV-battery systems.

![Figure 1. System diagram of the photovoltaic (PV) system with integrated battery energy storage system. Point of connection (POC) for the battery can either be at the DC-link for DC-coupled configuration or point of common coupling (PCC) for AC-coupled configuration.](image)

In [6], the residential PV-battery systems were studied from a control point of view. A techno-economic analysis of a PV-battery system is investigated for the installation site in Greece [7] with DC-coupled configuration. Similarly, the benefits of connecting battery to a PV system in a DC-coupled configuration are investigated in [8], while AC-coupled configuration is investigated in [9]. Two configurations are compared in [10], where the performance of the PV-system connected in
each of the configuration is further analyzed. However, most of the research on comparison of the two configurations is done from the economic point of view. In [11], the installed cost benchmark is proposed and the authors focused on researching potential cost-reduction opportunities of the PV-battery system. Similar research is conducted in [5] where the main focus is also put on the cost-effectiveness of a such system.

However, an important aspect that has not yet been researched is related to the lifetime and reliability of the PV-battery system connected in the two aforementioned configurations. This evaluation is necessary as it gives information on differences in the reliability of the two configurations resulting from the different number of components and their electrical loading. In general, information about the reliability of the system and its components is critical for adequate system operation and related economic profitability. In [12], reliability of the inverter unit for the DC-coupled configuration is analyzed. However, the reliability of the remaining system components, such as the DC/DC converters, have not been investigated. Thus, it is necessary to investigate each of the reliability-critical system components. If such an approach is used, it will yield information on which part of the power electronic interface is prone to failure the most. Moreover, by comparing the reliability of the two systems, additional information on the choice of the adequate configuration type for PV-battery system is obtained. Considering that, a reliability benchmark for PV-battery system connected in DC- and AC-coupled configuration is here presented.

With respect to that, an overview of the PV-battery system configurations is provided in Section 2 along with the implemented energy management strategy. The power converters electrical and thermal loading in the DC- and AC-coupled configurations is investigated in Section 3. The procedure for reliability evaluation is presented in Section 4. Reliability analysis is carried out with a case study of the real on-site measurement data in Section 5 where the reliability of the components and systems in DC- and AC-coupled configuration are compared. The conclusion of the carried work is presented in Section 5.

2. PV-Battery System

2.1. Self-Consumption Control Strategy

A self-consumption control strategy is the system’s energy management strategy that is defining the power flow among the units. It is also directly influencing the loading of the power conversion units. The key target of this control strategy is to maximize the internal power consumption of the battery and PV power before purchasing power from the grid. The main reasoning for increased implementation of this control strategy is seen in its cost-effectiveness. In the last 8 years, residential electricity prices in the United States and Europe have grown for 17% and 43% respectively [13]. On the other hand, the average cost of electricity produced from PV has shown significant decrease [14]. With respect to that, maximization of the internal consumption is seen as the most favourable option that has been widely adopted in residential level PV-battery systems. Examples of commercially available products can be found in [15,16].

In Figure 2, a typical daily profile of a residential unit with indicated PV generation and load demand during winter month is shown. The profile is characterized by the periods of high PV generation and low load demand in the midday and early afternoon hours. Contrary, low PV power generation and high load demand occur in the evening hours. Due to the misalignment between the PV generation and the load demand, a direct use of self-consumption is limited in the residential PV systems. Thus, the battery storage unit is employed to absorb the excess power during the day and then supply the load in the evening hours. Accordingly, the requested power to be absorbed or delivered by the battery can be defined as:

\[
P_{\text{bat req}} = P_{PV} - P_{\text{load}}
\]
where $P_{PV}$ is power generated by the PV unit and $P_{\text{load}}$ is power demanded by the residential load at the AC side.

![Figure 2](image_url). A typical daily profile of the PV power generation and load demand and battery (dis)charge periods defined based on the self-consumption strategy.

The requested power can be absorbed/delivered by the battery only when the battery is not fully charged/discharged. Hence, the actual power absorbed/delivered by the battery is $P_{\text{bat}}$. It represents a certain amount of the requested power $P_{\text{bat\_req}}$ that can actually be absorbed/delivered based on the battery availability. If excess power cannot be absorbed by the battery, it is delivered to the grid. This situation occurs between 11:00 and 15:00, where the brown area in Figure 2 represents the power that is being sent to the grid. Similarly, in cases in which the combined power of PV and battery units is not sufficient to cover load demand, the power is delivered from the grid. It is worth mentioning that the difference between the requested and available battery power is directly related to the battery capacity and power rating.

2.2. Characterization of Configuration Types

2.2.1. DC-Coupled Configuration

The DC/DC interface in the DC-coupled configuration consists of the PV and battery connected converters. DC/AC interface consists of a single inverter unit. The system diagram is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3](image_url). A system diagram of the PV-battery connected in the DC-coupled configuration with the detailed converter topology.
• PV converter: A uni-directional DC/DC converter connected to the PV panel and is used to step up the voltage at the PV panel terminals to one of the DC bus. Furthermore, by implementing the maximum power point tracking control, the PV panel generation is maximized. Different topologies can be employed to assist this requirement. However, for simplification, a boost converter is implemented in the system under study.

• Battery converter: A bi-directional DC/DC converter connected to the battery. When the battery is discharging, the DC/DC converter is operating as a step-up converter, e.g., boost converter. In the case in which battery is charging and power is being absorbed by the battery, the DC/DC converter is operating as a step-down converter, e.g., buck converter.

• Inverter: A DC/AC inverter which main purpose is to transfer power to the AC side, as well as synchronize with the AC grid. Its loading is based on the power being delivered from both the PV and the battery units to the load. In this paper, a full-bridge single-phase inverter with four power devices is used in the system under study.

2.2.2. AC-Coupled Configuration

A system diagram of the AC-coupled configuration is shown in Figure 4. Its DC/DC interface configuration is the same as in the case of the DC-coupled configuration. DC/AC interface consists of two units—the PV and the battery inverters.

• PV inverter: A DC/AC inverter whose main purpose is to transfer the power generated by the PV panel to the AC side, similar to that in the DC-coupled configuration.

• Battery inverter: A bi-directional DC/AC converter connected to the battery. When the battery is discharging, the battery inverter is operating in the inverter mode. When the battery is charging, the battery inverter is operating in the rectifier mode. Its loading is only determined based on the excess PV power that is being absorbed and delivered by the battery.

The same topology as for the DC-coupled configuration is employed for the AC-coupled configuration for the comparison purposes in the further part of the paper. This refers that DC/DC interface is implemented through the boost convert and bi-directional buck-boost converter for PV and battery converter respectively. Similarly, the DC/AC interface is implemented by means of a full-bridge single-phase inverter with four power devices. In the next section, power converters loading in each configuration is examined more into detail.

3. Power Converters Loading

In order to analyze the operational impact on the component reliability, a power converter loading during a typical one-day operation of the PV-battery system is studied. The key target
is to investigate the difference in the electrical and thermal loading of the components in the two configurations. In general, power converter loading is directly related to the thermo-mechanical stress of its components such as power devices, and it is the cause of the component’s failure, reflecting the reliability of the system [17].

3.1. Electrical Loading of Power Converters

Electrical loading of the power converters is investigated by the means of their input power. For DC/DC interface, input power to the PV converter equals the power generated by the PV array, $P_{PV}$. The electrical loading of the PV converter is only influenced by the environmental conditions at the installation site (solar irradiance and ambient temperature). Contrary, the electrical loading of the battery converter is the result of the input PV power, load demand, implemented energy management strategy and available battery capacity. In the case of the DC/AC interface, input power is defined differently for the two configurations.

3.1.1. DC-Coupled Configuration

In the DC-coupled configuration, the DC/AC interface is represented through the inverter (Figure 3). The input power to this unit is defined as:

$$P_{inv} = P_{conv}^{PV} - P_{conv}^{bat}$$

(2)

where $P_{conv}^{PV}$ and $P_{conv}^{bat}$ are output power of the PV and battery converter respectively, and are defined as:

$$P_{conv}^{PV} = P_{PV} - P_{loss}^{PV}$$

(3)

$$P_{conv}^{bat} = P_{bat} - P_{loss}^{bat}$$

(4)

where $P_{loss}^{PV}$ and $P_{loss}^{bat}$ represent converter losses defined based on the their respective efficiency curves. $P_{PV}$ is power generated by the PV panel and $P_{bat}$ is power absorbed (positive power) or delivered (negative power) to the battery.

Electrical loading of the DC/AC inverter differs for battery discharging and charging. This is graphically represented in Figure 5, where the inverter input power for two cases is highlighted.

![Figure 5](image-url)

Figure 5. Electrical loading of the power electronic converters for the DC-coupled configuration with the indicated power flow: (a) battery discharging; and (b) battery charging.
As observed, the electrical loading in case of the battery discharging will be higher, as it will account for the power generated from PV and delivered by the battery.

3.1.2. AC-Coupled Configuration

The DC/AC interface for the AC-coupled configuration is represented through the PV and the battery inverters (Figure 4). The input power for each unit is defined as:

\[ P_{\text{inv}}^{\text{PV}} = P_{\text{PV}} - P_{\text{loss}}^{\text{PV}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

\[ P_{\text{inv}}^{\text{bat}} = P_{\text{bat}} - P_{\text{loss}}^{\text{bat}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where \( P_{\text{loss}}^{\text{PV}} \) and \( P_{\text{loss}}^{\text{bat}} \) represent converter losses defined based on their respective efficiency curves.

The graphical representation of the electrical loading in the case of the battery charging and discharging is shown in Figure 6 with the highlighted PV inverter input power.

![Diagram of electrical loading for AC-coupled configuration](image)

**Figure 6.** Electrical loading of the power electronic converters for the AC-coupled configuration with the indicated power flow: (a) battery discharging; and (b) battery charging.

As in the case of the DC-coupled configuration, the electrical loading of the PV inverter is examined. In case of the battery charging, the electrical loading will be higher. This is because the excess power generated by the PV is sent to the battery at the AC side.

3.1.3. One-Day Operation

An example of the electrical loading of the PV and battery converter during one-day operation is shown in Figure 7, where \( P_{\text{PV}} \) and \( P_{\text{bat}} \) are input to the PV and battery converter respectively. Two time intervals are distinguished. (1) battery charging period marked with the green area under the curve and (2) battery discharging period marked with the red area under the curve. On the example of the two time intervals, the electrical loading of the DC/AC interface is examined and compared for the two configurations in order to exemplify the power flow shown in Figures 5 and 6.

In the case of battery discharge, the input power for the inverter in the DC-coupled configuration equals to the sum of PV and battery power. For the same amount of power that has to be delivered to the load in the AC-coupled configuration, the electrical loading of the PV inverter is the PV power, while power being delivered from the battery is transferred through the battery inverter. During the
battery discharge, the electrical loading of the DC-coupled configuration inverter is higher than the one of the PV inverter in AC-coupled configuration.

In case of battery charging, the input power for the inverter in the DC-coupled configuration equals to the amount of PV power that is needed to supply the load demand. The rest of the PV power is transferred to the battery at the DC bus (i.e., the excess PV power is input to the battery converter). In the case of the AC-coupled configuration, the electrical loading of the PV inverter is equal to the total power generated from the PV panels. At the AC side, this power is then divided to supply the load and the excess that is input to the battery inverter. In such a case, the electrical loading of the AC-coupled configuration PV inverter is higher than the one of the inverter in DC-coupled configuration.

![Figure 7](image_url)

Figure 7. One-day power profile: (a) PV power $P_{PV}$ and load demand $P_{load}$; (b) battery power $P_{bat}$, where positive power is absorbed power (charging periods) and negative power is delivered power (discharging periods); (c) battery SOC; and (d) input power of inverter of the DC-coupled configuration $P_{inv}$ and PV inverter of the AC-coupled configuration $P_{PV inv}$.

By examining the electrical loading of the components in the DC- and AC-coupled configuration, it can be concluded that the DC/AC interface electrical loading is depended on the input power profiles and cannot be universally connected to higher or lower reliability for a certain configuration.
The summary of the examined cases for the inverter in DC-coupled configuration and PV inverter in AC-coupled configuration is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of The Inverter Loading.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(PV) Inverter Loading</th>
<th>Battery Charging</th>
<th>Battery Discharging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC coupled configuration</td>
<td>$P_{PV}$</td>
<td>$P_{PV} + P_{bat}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC coupled configuration</td>
<td>$P_{PV}$</td>
<td>$P_{PV}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Thermal Loading of Power Converters

Thermal loading of the power converters can be investigated by means of the thermal stresses of the power devices, i.e., Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBT). The thermal stress of the power device can be translated from the electrical loading by the electro-thermal model. The thermal stress is represented by the variations in the junction temperature cycling $T_j$ of the power device. Junction temperature is the stress factor which will cause the bond wire lift-off (representing the wear out failure of a power device). The detailed procedure for the electro-thermal modelling is presented in [18,19].

Thermal loading of the IGBT during one-day operation is investigated. Electrical loading profiles of the power converters in the DC-coupled configuration are shown in Figure 8. Furthermore, the associated junction temperature of the IGBTs (indicated in Figure 3) are also presented, where the variations in the junction temperature are correlated with the electrical loading profiles. The highest variations in the junction temperature occur in the power devices of the battery converter. This is aligned with the variations in the electrical lading of the battery converter.

![Figure 8](image_url)

**Figure 8.** Electrical and thermal loading of the power electronic components in the DC-coupled configuration: (a) PV converter $P_{PV}$; (b) battery converter $P_{bat}$; (c) inverter $P_{inv}$; (d) junction temperature of $S_{DC}^1$ in PV converter; (e) junction temperature of $S_{DC}^2$ and $S_{DC}^3$ in battery converter; and (f) junction temperature of $S_{DC}^4$ in inverter.

Similarly, the electrical and the thermal loading profiles during one-day operation in the AC-coupled configuration are shown in Figure 9.
4. Reliability Evaluation

In this section, the reliability analysis is conducted by following the procedure presented in [17]. It involves the lifetime modeling of the system components and the (un)reliability analysis where the statistic of the failure rate is considered.

4.1. Lifetime Modelling

It is necessary to choose adequate lifetime model of the power device providing information on the number of cycles to failure for each set in the thermal stress matrix: the average junction temperature $T_{j,m}$, the cycle amplitude $\Delta T_j$ and the cycle period $t_{on}$. An overview of the lifetime models predominately used for this purposes is provided in [18]. In this study, a lifetime model estimating the power cycling capability of IGBTs with junction temperature limitations of 150 °C is used [20]. The number of cycles to failure is then defined as shown in Equation (7). The input to the model is the matrix of $n_i$ for $T_{j,m}$ and $\Delta T_j$ and $t_{on}$ values. The rest of the model parameters is provided in Table 2. Then, the amount of device’s consumed life is evaluated by means of Miner’s rule shown in Equation (8).

\[
N_f = K \cdot (\Delta T_j)^{\beta_1} \cdot e^{\frac{\beta_2}{t_{on}}} \cdot (t_{on})^{\beta_3} \cdot (1)^{\beta_4} \cdot (V)^{\beta_5} \cdot (D)^{\beta_6}
\]  

\[
LC = \frac{\sum_i n_i}{N_{fi}}
\]
where \( N_f \) is the number of cycles to failure under the stress condition of the mean junction temperature \( T_{jm} \), the cycle amplitude \( \Delta T_j \) and the cycle period \( t_{on} \). LC represents lifetime consumption (LC) which starts from the beginning-of-life. When the LC accumulates to unity, IGBT power device is considered to reach its end-of-life.

### Table 2. Parameters of Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBT) Lifetime Model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( I )</td>
<td>10 A</td>
<td>Current per wire bond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V )</td>
<td>6 V/100</td>
<td>Blocking voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D )</td>
<td>300 ( \mu )m</td>
<td>Diameter of bonding wire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K )</td>
<td>( 2.03 \times 10^{14} )</td>
<td>Technology factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta_1 )</td>
<td>-4.416</td>
<td>Contribution of Coffin-Manson law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta_2 )</td>
<td>1285</td>
<td>Contribution of Arrhenius law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta_3 )</td>
<td>-0.463</td>
<td>Influence of transient thermal response on the chip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta_4 )</td>
<td>-0.716</td>
<td>Contribution of accelerated wire bonds failure close to end of life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta_5 )</td>
<td>-0.761</td>
<td>Accounted correlation between blocking voltage and chip thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta_6 )</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>Considered impact of wire diameter on bond interface and thermal expansion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.2. Unreliability Function

From lifetime evaluation, a B15 lifetime is obtained based on the statistic from the lifetime model. It represents the amount of time during which 15% of the population (of the same IGBT type) will fail. In general, lifetime data of the wear out failure is following Weibull distribution \[19\], which probability density function is expressed as:

\[
f(x) = \frac{\beta}{\eta^\beta} x^{\beta-1} \exp \left[ -\left( \frac{x}{\eta} \right)^\beta \right]
\]

where \( x \) represents the operation time, and \( \eta \) and \( \beta \) are the scale and the shape parameter respectively. \( \eta \) parameter represents time instance at which 63.2% of the population will fail. \( \beta \) parameter represents the failure mode, where the same failure mode will have similar \( \beta \) values. From the probability density function, it is, furthermore, possible to obtain cumulative density function by integration over operation time:

\[
F(x) = \int_0^x f(x) \, dx = 1 - \exp \left[ -\left( \frac{x}{\eta} \right)^\beta \right]
\]

This cumulative density function is often referred as an unreliability function and it is representing the proportion of the accumulated failure population over time. In order to obtain the Weibull cumulative density function, it is necessary to determine \( \eta \) and \( \beta \) parameter values. For this analysis, the value of \( \beta \) parameter is taken from \[21\] and accounts for the failure mode related to the IGBT devices. \( \eta \) parameter can be calculated by using Equation (10) and previously obtained B15 lifetime information. Once \( \eta \) and \( \beta \) parameters are determined, it is possible to obtain the unreliability curve of power device under study.

The unreliability curve of each device gives information about the component-level reliability. To investigate system-level reliability, it is necessary to construct the Reliability Block Diagram (RBD) of the overall system. In general, the RBD is a representation of the reliability interaction between the components in the system. Parallel paths in the diagram are redundant i.e., the system fails once when all the parallel paths in the RBD fail. Contrary, if series paths are considered, the system fails when one of the components in a series path fails. With respect to that, in order to move from the component-level reliability (i.e., reliability of a single IGBT) to converter-level reliability (i.e., reliability of a single converter unit consisting of IGBTs), the RBD for each of the components in
the system is created. For both configuration types, the series connection of all studied components is considered. The system unreliability is then calculated as:

$$F_{\text{system}}(x) = 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - F_i(x))$$ (11)

where $F_i$ is the unreliability function of the $i$-th component of the system and $n$ is the number of components. The flow chart of the aforementioned process is shown in Figure 10.

5. Case Study

A case study for the PV-battery system with the installation site in Germany is carried out in order to compare the reliability of the DC- and AC-coupled configurations. Firstly, a system description is provided, then a mission profile including real, on-site measurement data is presented. For the given one-year mission profile, reliability evaluation is performed by following the procedure presented in Section 4.

5.1. System Description

The system under study consist of a 6 kW PV system with a 3 kW/7.5 kWh battery system. The system sizes and relevant parameters are provided in Table 3 and correspond to the configurations outlined in Figures 3 and 4. As indicated, all the converter units are rated at 3 kW. A higher power rating is achieved with a modular structure, where e.g., 6 kW can be achieved by a parallel connection of two 3 kW units. The power devices in each of the converters are chosen to be the same, in order to ensure a fair comparison.

5.2. Mission Profile

A one-year mission profile from the installation site in Germany is chosen for the case study, as it is shown in Figure 11. It consists of a solar irradiance and ambient temperature profiles with a sampling rate of 5 min per sample [12]. The mission profile consists of the strong seasonal variations, e.g., mean solar irradiance during winter months is 34.98 W/m² which is 72% lower than the average value during summer months. The load profile is presenting a typical household load with the average of 4.8 kWh/year and without strong variations throughout the year [22].
Table 3. Parameters of the Single-Phase PV-Battery System.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>DC Coupled Configuration</th>
<th>AC Coupled Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PV array rated power (at STC)</td>
<td>6 kW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery energy capacity</td>
<td>7.5 kWh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV converter rated power</td>
<td>6 kW (3 kW × 2 units)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery converter rated power</td>
<td>3 kW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverter rated power</td>
<td>6 kW (3 kW × 2 units)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV inverter rated power</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6 kW (3 kW × 2 units)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery inverter rated power</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-link capacitor</td>
<td>$C_{dc} = 1100 \mu F$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC-filter</td>
<td>$L_{inv} = 4.8 mH, C_f = 4.3 \mu F$</td>
<td>$V_{dc} = 450 V$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching frequency</td>
<td>DC/DC Converters: $f_{sw} = 20$ kHz</td>
<td>DC/AC Converters: $f_{sw} = 10$ kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid nominal voltage (RMS)</td>
<td>$V_g = 230 V$</td>
<td>$\omega_0 = 2\pi \times 50$ rad/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid nominal frequency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11. A one-year mission profile of the installation site in Germany (sampling rate of 5 min per sample): (a) solar irradiance; (b) ambient temperature; and (c) household load.

5.3. Results

Reliability assessment is carried out for the aforementioned mission profile and results are shown for both configurations. Firstly, the one-year stress profiles of the power devices are shown. Then, the unreliability curves of the power devices are given and finally, the reliability of the system and its components is investigated.
### 5.3.1. Reliability of the DC-Coupled Configuration

Stress profiles of the power devices are shown in Figure 12. By following the procedure presented in Figure 10, the stress profiles are decomposed to the cycles at different cycle depths and cycle averages, where it is possible to determine the range of $T_{jm}$ and $\Delta T_j$ from the thermal stress profile.

![Stress profile interpretation](image)

Figure 12. The resulting stress profiles and their cycling decomposition in the DC-coupled configuration for the input mission profile: (a) IGBT of PV converter $S_1^{DC}$; (b) IGBTs of battery converter $S_2^{DC}$ and $S_3^{DC}$; (c) IGBT of inverter $S_4^{DC}$.

The highest number of cycles for all IGBTs occurs for the mean junction temperature $T_{jm}$ of 20 °C. However, the exact number of cycles differs for each IGBT based on the stress they are exposed to during the operation. By examining the stress profiles, it can be observed that the smallest cycle amplitude has IGBT $S_1^{DC}$ of the PV converter. Additionally, this IGBT experiences the smallest number of cycles throughout the operation. Hence, IGBT $S_1^{DC}$ is the least stressed power device of all during one-year operation. This indicates that it will experience the highest lifetime. Stress of the battery converter is examined by means of IGBTs $S_2^{DC}$ and $S_3^{DC}$ junction temperature. In general, battery operation is more dynamic than one of the PV panels, meaning that electrical loading of the battery converter changes more often with battery charging and discharging periods. Hence, it is expected that the power devices of the battery converter will be more stressed than the rest of the devices of the system. Considering that, it is shown that IGBT $S_2^{DC}$, which is stressed by battery discharging, has the highest number of cycles out of all power devices. IGBT $S_3^{DC}$ experiences less number of cycles, which is aligned with the fact that battery spent more time discharging during a year. Electrical loading of the inverter is based on power generated by PV and battery operation, as defined in Equation (2). Hence, $S_4^{DC}$ stress profile is similar to the one of the $S_1^{DC}$ of PV converter. However, the additional power provided by the battery operation is causing higher stress for the $S_4^{DC}$.
In order to examine the reliability of the system and its components, the RBD for the DC-coupled configuration is defined and shown in Figure 13. Corresponding unreliability functions are presented in Table 4 and the results are shown in Figure 14.

**Figure 13.** DC-coupled configuration: Power electronic interface and its reliability block diagram.

**Table 4.** DC-Coupled Configuration: Unreliability Functions of the System Components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Devices</th>
<th>Unreliability Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_1$: PV converter</td>
<td>$2 \times S_1^{DC}$</td>
<td>$F_{C1}^{DC} = 1 - (1 - F_{S1}^{DC})^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_2$: Battery converter</td>
<td>$S_2^{DC}, S_3^{DC}$</td>
<td>$F_{C2}^{DC} = 1 - (1 - F_{S2}^{DC})(1 - F_{S3}^{DC})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_3$: Inverter</td>
<td>$2 \times 4 \times S_4^{DC}$</td>
<td>$F_{C3}^{DC} = 1 - (1 - F_{S4}^{DC})^8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC configuration</td>
<td>$C_1, C_2, C_3$</td>
<td>$F_{DC}^{DC} = 1 - (1 - F_{C1}^{DC})(1 - F_{C2}^{DC})(1 - F_{C3}^{DC})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 14.** Unreliability curves of the DC-coupled configuration at the: (a) component-level; (b) converter-level.

On the component-level, the lowest B15 lifetime has IGBT $S_2^{DC}$. Contrary, the highest B15 lifetime has IGBT $S_1^{DC}$ and it accounts for more than 100 years. The obtained reliability results on the component-level correspond to previously analyzed stress profiles of the IGBTs. On the converter-level, battery converter experiences lowest operational time with B15 lifetime of 21 years. Hence, it is the most reliability-critical component of the system. Overall system connected in DC-coupled configuration has B15 lifetime of 19 years.

5.3.2. Reliability of the AC-Coupled Configuration

For AC-coupled configuration, the stress profiles of the power devices are shown in Figure 15, together with the associated cycle distribution.
Figure 15. The resulting stress profiles and their cycling decomposition in the AC-coupled configuration for the input mission profile: (a) IGBT of PV converter $S^{AC}_1$; (b) IGBTs of battery converter $S^{AC}_2$ and $S^{AC}_3$; (c) IGBT of pv inverter $S^{AC}_4$; (d) IGBT of inverter $S^{AC}_5$.

Similarly as for the DC-coupled configuration, the highest number of cycles is present for mean junction temperature of 20 °C for all IGBTs. The lowest cycle amplitude has the IGBT $S^{AC}_1$ which is experiencing the lowest stress during operation. The highest number of cycles have IGBTs $S^{AC}_4$ and $S^{AC}_5$ of battery converter and battery inverter respectively. This is mainly due to the battery dynamics. However, in the case of AC-coupled configuration and its point of connection for the battery unit, two power electronics units are affected (compared to a single unit in DC coupled configuration). This will, consequently, influence the reliability of the system which is assessed by the means of the RBDs shown in Figure 16 and associated unreliability functions given in Table 5.
The component-level unreliability curves are shown in Figure 17a. The highest unreliability has the IGBT $S_2^{AC}$ of the battery inverter and its B15 lifetime accounts for 20 years. Similarly, B15 lifetime of the IGBT of the battery converter $S_3^{AC}$ is 23 years. On the converter-level, the most reliability-critical unit is battery inverter. It means that this unit will develop highest rate of failure over time among all the units of the system. The overall B15 lifetime of the system connected in the AC-coupled configuration is 12 years.

Figure 17. Unreliability curves of the AC-coupled configuration at the: (a) component-level; (b) converter-level.

5.3.3. Discussion

From the carried analysis, it is concluded that the PV-battery system connected in the DC-coupled configuration has a longer lifetime and a higher reliability. The summary of the B15 lifetime for the components of the both configurations is provided in Table 6. B15 lifetime of the DC-coupled...
configuration accounts for 19 years, which is 7 years longer than the one of the same system connected in the AC-coupled configuration.

Table 6. Summary of the Reliability Study Results—B15 Lifetime for the Components of the DC- and AC-Coupled Configurations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>DC-Coupled Configuration</th>
<th>AC-Coupled Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PV converter</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery converter</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PV) inverter</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery inverter</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main reasoning can be found in the fact that AC-coupled configuration has an additional unit—battery inverter. The excess PV power in AC-coupled configuration is transferred at the AC side, imposing thermal stress to the two units in the system. The same amount of power in DC-coupled configuration is transferred to the battery unit on the DC side and it is imposing thermal stress to a single unit. Furthermore, the reliability of the PV inverter in the AC-coupled configuration is not improved, when compared to the one in the DC-coupled configuration.

The benefit of the battery integration to the PV system in each of the configurations can be assessed by means of the self-consumption ratio (SCR). In general, SCR represents the ratio of the self-consumed electricity as a percentage of the total electricity generated by the PV. For the PV-battery system connected in the DC- and AC-coupled configuration, SCR accounts for 68.38% and 70.15% respectively. The minor difference in SCR indicate that both configuration types have a similar rate of the self-consumed power. It can be concluded that the addition of battery unit had the same benefit. Hence, for the presented case study, DC-coupled configuration is a more favorable option.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a procedure for the reliability assessment of the PV-battery system is presented. Two configuration types are evaluated - DC- and AC-coupled configurations. This is done in order to assess how different point of connection of the battery unit is affecting the electrical loading of the power electronic units and, consequently, their reliability. Hence, by means of the presented reliability evaluation, a comparison on the component-, converter- and system-level reliability of the two configurations is studied. By performing the reliability analysis information on the most reliability-critical components among power electronic units of the each configuration is obtained. A mission profile-based reliability evaluation for a case study with the real measurement data from the installation site in Germany is conducted. The results have shown that the AC-coupled configuration has lower reliability, where the reliability-critical component of the system is battery inverter.
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